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concerns of its constituency; it proposed, in other words, 
the creation of a kind of quasi-institution that could simul-
taneously perform tasks of representation (in the range of 
classes offered) and critique (through participation in the 
classes themselves).
 
Pragmatically, however, the enactment of the program 
required embedding one germinal institution – the Public 
School – within a larger institution’s belly – Van Alen 
Institute (VA I )  – for a kind of incubational period. Though 
it is likely best to avoid extrapolating any Aliens-esque 
endings from that plot-line, the arrangement did require 
a degree of self-awareness of consequent implications 
from the institutions involved, especially regarding issues 
of authorship, control of production and representation, 
and the like; and common room (ever with a sense of 
humor, of course) always trained a perspicacious eye on 
this dynamic.
 
Why should this approach be understood in the context 
of the “timely” and “untimely”? Other commentators have 
noted that “free schools” (often a misnomer, incidentally, 
as most are not free) have cropped up through arts orga-

I was struck by the potential of The Public School (for 
Architecture) New York to fulfill this tricky criterion; curi-
ously, however, the proposal submitted by common room 
and Telic Arts Exchange was quite literally the only pro-
posal without specific content. Instead, it proposed an 
organizational schema capable of structuring content in 
such a way as to constellate the real-time interests and 

(CO N T ’D  FR O M  PAG E  2 4/2 4 )  that’s an old build-
ing, it’s still around” or just, “yeah, that’s a pretty  
old building.”

I was trying to determine a timeframe of use for buildings. 
There should be a specific age where a building acquires 
certain qualities just by way of how long it’s been around 
that aren’t related to its architecture. 

Like grandparents… •

Participants called it the “last kick of the free society.” Students then  
gathered at the University’s Faculty of Philosophy, held debates and speeches 

on social justice. Belgrade July 2, 196 8 .

Classroom at Performa H U B . Course were held in a series of 
itinerant classroom installations located in transitional public spaces –  

lobbies, thresholds, large corridors, cafes.

Drawing from “Best Square Wins,” Public School for Architecture.  
“A series of empty spaces which, if drawn up within current architectural 

conventions, could only be construed as witless simplicity.”  
 – Robin Evans, T R A N S L AT I O N S  F R O M  D R AW I N G  TO  B U I L D I N G

I N S TA L L I N G  T H E  P U B L I C  O U T S I D E  T H E 
I N S I D E  O F  T H E  I N S T I T U T I O N

By Alex Arroyo

One of the purposes of Van Alen Institute’s New 
York Prize, of which common room and  

Telic Arts Exchange were the Fall 2 0 0 9  recipi-
ents, is to support work that can maintain  

poise between the timely and the untimely – that 
is, work that can be both representative and  

critically aware of the contemporary conditions 
under which it is produced.
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nizations the world over; New York is particularly aglut 
with the offerings of any number of programs. Timeliness, 
then, should be readily apparent. And what about the 
more slippery quality of the “untimely”?
 
Critics have rightly pointed out that many of the free 
schools are thinly-veiled performances where art plays at 
populism, and in doing so, narrates the same old anxiet-
ies of “public” art being publicly irrelevant. Who does 
this school actually serve? What kind of school is it? How 
should classes be approved? By whom? Those programs 
that have bothered to respond to such criticisms have 
often stuck their tongues even further into their cheeks, 
wriggling out of reach of the tough questions altogether.
 
On the other hand, common room, guided by the trajec-
tory set by Telic, built components of this critique into 
their original proposal: the dynamics of their exchange 
with VA I  demanded attention to the analogous relations 
with the Public School constituency, and that awareness 
forced a foundational acknowledgment that whoever 
runs the school is never a neutral bureaucrat. Forming the 

inaugural “committee” – the administrative body that runs 
the school – they did not attempt to obscure their influ-
ence on the program, but neither did they seek to make it 
an insular, pet project. In proposing a Public School (for 
Architecture) New York, they both disclosed their role in 
the school’s development, but also knowingly opened up 
the discipline they represent to the immanent critiques 
posed by classes proposed, attended, and taught by non-
architects. The Public School New York (no-longer-for 
Architecture) has since expanded, and many newcomers 
have remarked that they found its initial disciplinary 
“affiliation” disinviting; however, it is precisely common 
room’s engagement with the problematics of power inex-
tricable from administering the Public School (and pro-
grams like it) that anticipated those critiques since levied. 
In that anticipation, common room’s management of the 
program rendered it ahead of its time – which is to say, 
of course, untimely.•

As an educational model, the Public School (for Architec-
ture) does not apply to a traditional set of values related 
to success and failure. As such the outcome of any of the 

A simple diagram for a constituent element in marking the center and delimit-
ing boundaries for a common domain influenced by the center.

Presentation and discussion by David Reinfurt and David Senior at 
N E W  P R AC T I C E S  installation at the C FA . “Concerned with use of mass 

production and its constraints and with extending experimental and  
educational experience into work relationships, reducing artificial human split. 

The significance of participatory and non-authoritarian communication  
forms in relation to specialization and professionalism. Structured/unstructured 

relationships in learning.” – Muriel Cooper

Anonymous graffiti, Paris 1968. “An episode from the past interests us only 
inasmuch as it becomes an episode of the present wherein our thoughts, 

actions and strategies are decided...what interests us is that ideas be events, 
that history be at all times a break, a rupture to be interrogated only from the 

perspective of the here and now, and only politically.” – Révoltes Logiques

A C T I O N  R E A C T I O N

By Lars Fischer, Maria Ibañez and Todd Rouhe 

If the Public School (for Architecture) New York 
is to be considered as a forum for learning, 

then it is worth reflecting on what was learned 
and by whom during the fall term 2 0 0 9.

Also
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School’s events (classes, meetings, discussions) is not nec-
essarily an indicator of achievement, where the expected 
roles of the student, teacher and administrator are based 
on predictable patterns of interaction. At the Public 
School (for Architecture) the event is fundamental. Results 
are secondary, meaning is then acquired through the var-
ied engagement of participants.

In this case we might ask who participates, because it is 
the participants who confirm each event and determine 
the quality and types of interactions that occur. The 
School’s premise is that the participants are the general 
public. The curriculum and schedule are proposed by this 

general public through an open access web interface. In 
practice, however, it seems that the general public for an 
educational model like the Public School (for Architec-
ture) is not pre-existing. A public for the School and for 
Architecture must be created, or create itself, by engag-
ing in the potential for self-organization that the School 
offers. The School website is programed to identify, re-
group and interconnect the interests of individual School 
members throughout the Public School network. As new 
communities are recognized in this manner the body of 
participants becomes simultaneously more diverse and 
more productive. For instance, a diverse group of inter-
ests was represented at the Public School (for Architec-
ture) class entitled “Education as Artistic Practice - At 
What Cost, Who Pays?” Participants from this class fol-
lowed up with an online discussion and the organization 
of subsequent classes that led to the formation of an 
expanded Public School committee.

The Public School (for Architecture) is unique within the 
network of Public School projects because it was founded 
in reference to a specific discipline. In some sense this 
was an opportunity for a pre-existing community of 
practitioners and students to examine the relationship of 
architecture to the general public; to open the discipline 
to other fields of knowledge. It was also seen as means 
for the general public to access an architectural culture 
that is typically out of reach, inside the institution of 
architecture. And, it may be obvious to mention the cor-
respondence between the “studio-based” education 
models of architectural and art education and the inter-
active, collaborative learning opportunities suggested by 
the Public School. But perhaps the similarities between 
the Public School program and the practice of architec-
ture end there - with the studio as a ‘model’ for collective 
education. Beyond that it seems like the Public School 
project and the active community of New York architects 
don’t overlap.

The Pubic School requires a different type of commitment 
to process. It is discursive. Participation turns the tables; 
changes the authority of student and instructor; architect 
and public. Perhaps with the general public, the groups 
and communities that are defined through participation, 
understand this better than architects themselves.•

I T I N ER A N T:  Courses … will be orga nized 
throughout New York City as itinerant installations. 

T R A N S I T I O N A L  S PAC ES
I N  B E T W E E N

LO B B I ES
CO R R I D O R S
V ES T I B U L ES

T H R ES H O L D S

Montessori School classroom. “A framework that supports autodidactic  
activities, operating under the assumption that everything is in everything.”

Failure number three: “Educational disadvantage cannot be cured by relying 
on education within the school.” – Ivan Illich, D E S C H O O L I N G  S O C I E T Y

A  V O C A B U L A R Y  F O R  T H E  P U B L I C 
S C H O O L  ( F O R  A R C H I T E C T U R E )

T E R M S  T O  B E  F O U N D  I N  A  
D I S C U S S I O N  A B O U T  E VA D I N G  T H E 

L I M I T S  O F  A R C H I T E C T U R E

By common room

From
Committee 

meeting minutes, 
class notes, 

lounge conversa-
tions and student 
feedback June–

December 2 0 0 9
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FR E E  F O R  A L L
S E T  FR E E

E M A N C I PAT E
CO N S C I O U S N ES S
S E L F  CO N S C I O U S
S E L F  O R GA N I Z E

 
CO M M U N I T Y: Reactivate community into a 
productive force that can begin to make sense of 
current cultural conditions.

G R O U P S
G R O U P  TO G E T H E R
CO M M O N  R O O M

CO M M O N  I N T E R ES T S
CO M M O N  A R E A

CO M M O N S
B O U N DA RY

D E F I N I T I O N  •

Though I lead one class for the P S f A , I failed to keep up 
with most of its other goings on. As others have noted, 
The Public School fits in neatly with the “educational 
impulse” all the rage these days in the field of contempo-
rary cultural production. School is finally cool, at once a 
reinvented social space and a place of retreat. 

Here’s what I found on the online dictionary: In addition 
to “place of instruction,” ‘school’ also suggests “a holding 

back” and “a keeping clear.” Typically, one thinks of edu-
cation as a form of incubation, if not indoctrination, but 
here it is imagined as something preventative, a stalling 
tactic. “A holding back” and “a keeping clear” made me 
think of stakes and twine – the demarcating of a site. A 
space where nothing is happening and where everything 
is happening all around it – that is the school: a wild 
space in its “natural” state. Following from this, a “school 
for architecture” might be thought of as a “holding back 
of architecture” or “a keeping clear of architecture” rather 
than an institution in which architecture is taught. A 
“school for architecture” might be putting stakes and 
twine around architecture. Architecture includes so much 
within it and is affected by so many forces. A “school for 
architecture” might help us think about what we want to 
hold back from it and from which forces we want to keep 
it clear.

common room, the sponsor of The Public School (for 
Architecture), has something suggestive in its name – the 
idea of the commons. Historically, the commons was an 
open space that people could use according to their own 
needs. It was a space to take from but also one that 
needed to replenish itself – a “renewable resource” to use 

S C H O O L’S  O U T  F O R E V E R  - Kevin Lamb. May 13 2005. 
Whitby, Ontario, Canada. “The cause of the violence is unexplained,  

we are left to speculate on the sequence of events.”

How to Ink a Fish. “When I think, no, that won’t work, when come those  
who knew me, perhaps even know me still, by sight of course, or by smell…”  

 – Samuel Beckett, T E X T S  F O R  N OT H I N G

I N S T I T U T I O N A L :  We found that it would be 
more useful to consider re-programming existing 
typologies and institutional prototypes, than to 
propose new, explicitly, architectural solutions.

P U B L I C  I N S T I T U T I O N
I N S T I T U T I O N A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E

P U B L I C  A R C H I T E C T U R E
P U B L I C  S PAC E

P U B L I C  S P H E R E
P U B L I C  S C H O O L
P U B L I C  ACC ES S

P U B L I C  K N OW L E D G E

P U B L I C :  A public for the school and for archi-
tecture must be created, or create itself, by engag-
ing in the potential for self-organization.

S E L F - O R GA N I Z I N G
FE E D B AC K

S O C I A L  S YS T E M S
G R O U P

CO L L A B O R AT I O N
S H A R E D  E X P E R I E N C E

CO L L E C T I V E  I N T E L L I G E N C E
E N CO U N T E R

E N GAG E M E N T

E N GAG E:  Acquire meaning through varied 
engagement of class participants.

PA R T I C I PAT E
U S E R

I M P L I C AT E
M OT I VAT E
P R O D U C E

AC TO R
AU D I E N C E

S T U D E N T:  “not something that can really be 
used by a student.”

P U P I L
L E A R N I N G

I N S T R U C TO R
E D U C ATO R

E X P L I C ATO R
T E AC H E R

C R I T I C
P E E R

A R C H I T E C T:  “I’m not an architect so maybe this 
is naive.”

A R C H I T E C T U R E
D I S C I P L I N E

D I S C I P L I N A RY
I N T E R- D I S C I P L I N A RY

B O U N DA R I ES
CO M M U N I T Y

 

F I E L D
P R AC T I C E

P R O C ES S:  Working to-scale in the built envi-
ronment is a productive form of negotiation.

D I A LO G U E
D I S C U S S I O N
E XC H A N G E
D I S CO U R S E
E Q UA L I T Y

K N OW L E D G E  E XC H A N G E
F O R U M

C L A S S R O O M :  To install classrooms in semi-
public transitional spaces.

T E AC H I N G
L E A R N I N G

R O O M
PA N E L

WO R KS H O P
L A B

L E C T U R E

P E DAG O GY:  “The state of education today.”

C U R R I C U L U M
U N D E R S TA N D I N G

I G N O R A N T
K N OW I N G

U N K N OW I N G
E M A N C I PAT I O N

U N E Q UA L
E Q UA L

O P E N:  The Lounge will be open to the public 
each Wednesday.

O P E N N ES S
R A D I C A L  O P E N N ES S

O P E N  WO R K
O P E N  U P

O P E N  E N D E D
U N D E T E R M I N E D

U N K N OW N

F U T U R E :  The Future of the Public School (for 
Architecture).

P O S S I B L E
I M P O S S I B L E

M O R E
CO N T I N U E

CO N T I N U I N G
S H A P E

FR E E :  “These practices are never free.”

FR E E  FR O M
FR E E  O F

K E E P  C L E A R

By Alex Kitnick

Having gone to a lot of school but somehow 
knowing little of it, I turned to the  

online etymological dictionary when asked  
to offer a few thoughts on the idea  

of The Public School (for Architecture).

See
T H E  S U P E R S T I -

T I O N  O F 
E D U C AT I O N, 
G.K. Chesterson, 
19 23 . “The truth, 

or half-truth, is 
not that men must 
learn by experi-

ence to be 
reactionaries; but 

that they must 
learn by experi-
ence to expect 

reactions.”
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Three-dimensional model from Architecture Camp at the Abrons Arts Center. 
“Ask two people to create a space for themselves that is just big enough  

for them to sit and talk. Repeat for six people. Then the entire class should 
create a space to sit and talk.”

that greenest of phrases. It was a space of stakes and 
twine, a privileged site easy to enter. To reimagine the 
city as commons – to keep it clear and to hold back those 
privatizing forces that seek to encroach on it – is perhaps 
the goal of The Public School (for Architecture).•

And interestingly enough, this rhetoric-inducing bug has 
been biting both the art and architecture world as never 
before, however, in a self-reflexive fashion of course. Just 
notice how almost every day a new exhibition or forum 
or whatnot which takes the form of a “school”, a “univer-
sity” or a “discussion group” seems to be produced and 
presented, from Night School at the New Museum, to The 
University of Trash at the Sculpture Center, to the Bruce 
High Quality Foundation’s University, just to name a few 
of recent memory. And, as you might expect, the “timeli-
ness” of these projects is usually justified by both artists 
and critics alike by citing various crises such as the  

over-specialization of art education, or the strictures of the 
market, and the like. Heeding these calls for reform, here 
are a few thoughts, which might pepper the debate along 
these lines. 

First off, what is at stake when a “pedagogic” exhibition 
is positioned as an alternative to the more normative 
modes of higher art education and museum outreach? 
Well, for one, this is a reactionary stance, and even 
though some concerns may be tackled and addressed, 

this still begs the question: is this positioning really that 
radical, that is to a say, is it really an alternative? Like-
wise, since many of these setups are being created and 
are well attended, their popularity must point to some 
kind of desire-at-large, but what? For the sake of polem-
ics let’s mix the hyped and the revolutionary alike by situ-
ating a free school project not in the world of academia 
or fine art, but as part of the larger social phenomenon 
of “user generated content” and Reality T V. In both of 
these fields, there is an obvious co-option and consolida-
tion of profit at the top as distributors seldom engage in 
any form of profit sharing contractually. And although 
these platforms do allow for a certain “democratization” 
or more correctly, a kind of universalism in the sense that 
anyone’s cultural production could be picked-up and is 
as “good” as the next, it does point to a pesky issue when 
it comes to ideas of radicalism – not to mention intellec-
tual property. Herein, the adage, “nothing is for free” 
sticks in the mind. But getting back to the conceit of tying 
Reality T V  to art exhibitionism…lets look at the fact that 
the instigator(s) of a program or an exhibition are often 
paid via a grant or whatnot, while the “students”, who 
are certainly part of the “production” of the school, often 
do not share in the funding – and here we have one level 
of division between an above the line and a below the 
line worker. 

It should be brought up as well that the documentation of 
these school-like events and their produced artifacts are 
then often traded, marketed and cataloged by the 
“deans” as their work. Now this too is often the case in 
an accredited institution where the interns and research 
teams do not share in much of the professors glory,  
however, unlike an (CO N T ’D  O N  PAG E  19/2 4 ) 

“Just a closing word about Team X. It has no members, nor has it ever had. 
Membership was never our line. Does that ring a bell! Anyway there  

is no need to worry: a latecomer like yourself may yet turn out to be the first, 
last and only member of Team X.”  

– From an open letter from Aldo van Eyck to O.M. Ungers.

L I K E  W R I T I N G  Y O U R  O W N  B I L L  AT  T H E  
R E S TA U R A N T,  A  J O C K O - S E R I O U S  

P O K E  AT  T H E  “ A L T E R N AT I V E N E S S ”  O F 
A R T  E X H I B I T I O N S  A S  P R O V I S I O N A L 

“ S C H O O L S ” 

By Adam Kleinman

From privatization to secularization to health 
and nutrition, talk is always thick when it comes 

to the subject of the state of education today.
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sense as Debord defined it: “The 
spectacle is not a collection of 
images, but a social relation among 
people mediated by images. Specta-
cle understood in its totality, is a 
result of the existing mode of produc-
tion. It’s the heart of the unrealism of 
the real society.”

As an attempt to understand contem-
porary spectacle presented in the 
exhibition practice of big museums, 
this seminar analyzed two exhibi-
tions: “Kandinsky” and “Paired: Roni 
Horn and Felix Gonzales-Torres” held 
at the same time at New York Gug-
genheim Museum (K A N D I N S K Y 
was on view from September, 2009 to 
January, 2 010; PA I R E D  – October 
2 0 0 9 –January 2 010 ). Understand-
ing the complex history behind both 
shows, musing why exactly Kandinsky 
was chosen to represent the history of 
the museum’s collection on the occa-
sion of the anniversary of the Frank L. 
Wright designed building, illuminates 
the exhibition as a modern art muse-
um’s ritual setting that enacts the 
drama over the identity of modern 
society. The juxtaposition of the two 
shows was not accidental. Kandinsky, 
whose non-objective paintings were 
acquired by Solomon Guggenheim 
for the founding collection, corre-
sponds to the spiritual and utopian 
aspirations of global capital. While 
the physical intimacy of Roni Horn 
and Felix Gonzalez-Torres’s installa-
tions, compensates capitalist guilt by 
adding to the contemporary cultural 
ritual the intense emotion and West-
ern infatuation with exotic cultures.•

The artistic avant-garde radically 
altered the way we look at visual dis-
play by eliminating the separation 
between image and audience. This 
visual “rupture” has been echoed in 
the contemporary discussion about 
public art and the role of cultural 
institutions. Since the 19 2 0 s, political 
regimes in Russia and Europe inter-
vened in exhibition techniques con-
necting avant-garde with totalitarian 
art – a fact that reinforced the ideo-
logical function of the museum. How 
do museums and contemporary art 
institutions use the ideological func-
tion of the museum display now? How 
do they create the ideology, which as 
Guy Debord, theorist of the spectacle 
noted, conceals the truth of the soci-
ety that produces it? 

Exhibitions are an intrinsic and vital 
part of the “cultural industries”, as 
Boris Groys put it, a contemporary art 
practice per se. When combined with 
architecture, design and fashion, it 
has become a part of “mass” culture. 
This definition corresponds to the term 
“spectacle” coined by Guy Debord, 
which denotes not simply the mediati-
zation of postwar Western capitalism 
but its entire ideology: television, 
advertising, commodity fetish, super-
structure, the whole deceptive appear-
ance of advance capitalism. “The 
Spectacle is capital at such a degree 
of accumulation that it becomes an 
image.” (Debord). Therefore, the task 
is not only exploring the exhibition as 
a strategic system of representations, 
but a much deeper understanding of 
the whole design – design of power – 
behind the exhibition practice, in a 

combinations and proportions; the 
mason, the carpenter, the joiner will 
consult it whenever they have to 
choose the measures for their work; 
and all the things they make, different 
and varied as they are, will be united 
in harmony. That is my dream.”  
– Le Corbusier, M O D U LO R

“Beyond a certain scale, architecture 
acquires the properties of Bigness. 
[…] Bigness is the ultimate architec-
ture. It seems incredible that the size 
of a building alone embodies an ide-
ological program, independent of the 
will of its architects.” – Rem Kool-
haas, in “Bigness or the Problem of 
Large.”

“Some people lose their sense of pro-
portion; I’ve lost my sense of scale. 
Arriving home from London late last 
night, I found myself unable to judge 
the distance from the last exit sign for 
Junction 4 to the slip road itself….” – 
– Will Self, “Scale”•

and those of the object; as in the 
scale of one inch to a mile (b) a 
divided line on a map indicating 
this ratio or proportion

5. (a) a system of grouping or clas-
sifying in a series of steps or 
degrees according to a standard 
of relative size […]

“For if a man be placed flat on his 
back, with his hands and feet 
extended, and a pair of compasses 
centered at his navel, the fingers and 
toes of his two hands and feet will 
touch the circumference of a circle 
described therefrom.” – Vitruvius, 
T E N  B O O K S  O F  A R C H I T E C-
T U R E ,  7 3

“My dream is to set up, on the build-
ing sites which will spring up all over 
our country one day, a “grid of pro-
portions,” drawn on the wall or made 
of strip iron, which will serve as a 
rule for the whole project, a norm 
offering an endless series of different 

both seen and read, can not only 
communicate a design to an audi-
ence, they can also help drive the 
authors’ own work forward. In this 
sense, graphic production is not a 
matter of representation but is instead 
an opportunity for research and 
investigation. However, the range of 
this inquiry remains limited. Of 
course, experiments in graphic dis-
play are fundamentally connected to 
the history of architecture, though 
most notably in the last century and a 
half. In the 19 2 0 s, Otto Neurath, for 
example, attempted to invent a uni-
versal language for a new global citi-
zen. Similarly abstract but opaque 
and idiosyncratic instead of lucid and 
populist, the graphic production of 
the 19 70 s including, for example, 
Daniel Libeskind’s M I R CO M E GA S 
or Bernard Tschumi’s M A N H AT TA N 
T R A N S C R I P T S  developed a com-
plex, if somewhat inscrutable, graphic 
language. More recently, as certain 
practices have brought their expertise 
to bear on a diversity of other fields, 
attendant graphic production is char-
acterized by the analytical certainty 
of charts, graphs, and maps – images 
and formats that wouldn’t be out of 
place in the pages of newspapers (or 
on their websites). Within this rich 
stock of graphic possibilities, it may 
become increasingly necessary to fig-
ure out what they are all for. Is it pos-
sible to combine seemingly opposite 
tendencies for greater effect? Can 
there be graphic experiments that are 
also legible and engaged in conver-
sations beyond those of disciplinary 
preoccupations? 

A helpful comparison exists in the 
development of comics as a medium. 
In describing the paucity of comic lan-
guage, Chris Ware said, “We have a 
huge vocabulary of words and the 
grammar to express our feelings with 
subtlety. But whenever you try to write 
about life using the basic received 
structure of comics, the result ends up 
generally feeling like a sitcom.”1 Ware 
and others have also pointed out that 
as cinema emerged as a dominant 
medium in the middle of the 20th cen-
tury, comics followed suit and gave up 
the rich tradition of graphic experi-
mentation in favor of the more digest-
ible storyboard format in which “the 
basic idea of comics [was] just slap-
ping word balloons on top of draw-
ings.”2 Instead, as Ware demonstrates, 

both in his own work and in his rever-
ence for pioneering comics of the 
19 2 0 s and ‘3 0 s, the medium has its 
own logics and its own opportunities 
– most notably that comics can be 
absorbed both in particulate and com-
prehensive fashion. They are seen and 
they are read – often at the same time. 
Thus, the information to be organized 
need not conform to any linear time 
regime and can be understood in vari-
ous ways along numerous paths. This 
is apparent in some of Ware’s more 
complex panels including a project for 
the New Yorker that depicts, in aching 
detail, the loss of the narrator’s older 
brother in World War I I . The panel 
can be read in numerous directions: 
top to bottom, left to right, even in a 
circle. It can also be seen in multiple 
ways and at different scales. Without 
even knowing the story, one under-
stands the shift that occurs from the 
upper left corner, dense with images, 
to the lower right corner, in which the 
scenes of a life past are replaced with 
the letters of an absent brother. Ware’s 
formalism is delicate and poignant 
and used to surprise or upset through 
unexpected associations. The details 
of a chewed-up pencil are as monu-
mental as the Empire State Building 
when placed symmetrically on the 
page. Such formal repetition is also 
undermined by the narrator’s own fal-
libility in, for example, the image of a 
chocolate bar whose label is corrected 
halfway through the page and only 
after he remembers its actual name. 
Within such a drawing we can wit-
ness a radical reformatting of the 
capacity of graphics to investigate 
architecture’s fundamental elements 
including space, time, emotion, and 
narrative. Continued graphic explo-
rations can yield more than novel 
ways of representing architecture, 
they can yield new architecture as 
well. Such images can also become 
productive analogues for certain 
kinds of buildings (the Seattle Public 
Library for example) that, like the 
Ware panel, convey an immediate 
diagrammatic clarity upon first glance 
but, also like the Ware panel, demand 
– and reward – sustained and 
thoughtful engagement.•

Notes
1 Daniel Raeburn. C H R I S  WA R E 

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2004), 17.

2 Ibid, 10.

If architectural design amounts to 
developing persuasive arguments in 
pursuit of possible realities, then 
visual explanation and narrative 

could support such efforts in signifi-
cant ways. Rather than representing 
architectural proposals, visual dis-
plays that both show and tell, that are 

New York City is disposing of 
3 8 , 0 0 0  tons of waste per day. Most 
of this discarded material ended up 
in Fresh Kills landfill before it was 
closed. The Rapid Re(f)use project 
supposes an extended New York 
reconstituted from its own landfill 
material. Our concept remakes the 
city by utilizing the trash at Fresh 
Kills. With our method, we can 
remake seven entirely new Manhat-
tan islands at full scale. Automated 
robot 3 D  printers are modified to 
process trash and complete this task 

within decades. These robots are 
based on existing techniques com-
monly found in industrial waste com-
paction devices. Instead of machines 
that crush objects into cubes, these 
devices have jaws that make simple 
shape grammars for assembly. Dif-
ferent materials serve specified pur-
poses; plastic for fenestration, 
or ganic compounds for temporary 
scaffolds, metals for primary struc-
tures, etc. Eventually, the future city 
makes no distinction between waste 
and supply.•

1456 
PERCEPTUAL DEVICES 

HISTORY/EFFECT/DESIGN 
10/24/2009 AT 3:00PM 
AT COMMON ROOM 2

 Jeeyong An

1511 
INFOGRAPHICS RESEARCH AND AGENDA 

12/11/2009 AT 3:00PM 
AT BROWNIE’S CAFÉ 

AVERY HALL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

 Jesse LeCavalier

1420 
ECOLOGY AND DESIGN NOW 

10/17/2009 AT 1:00PM 
AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Mitchell Joachim

1543 
FINDING ARCHITECTURE 

10/13/09 AT 4:00PM 
AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Guido Hartray

Scale – (from W E B S T E R S ’  D I C-
T I O N A RY ):

1. (a) originally, a ladder; a flight of 
stairs; hence (b) a means of 
ascent

2. a series of marks along a line, at 
regular or graduated distances, 

used in measuring or computing, 
as in the scale of a thermometer

3. any instrument marked in this  
manner

4. (a) the proportion that a map, 
model etc bears to the thing that 
it represents; ratio between the 
dimensions of a representation 

1537 
SEWING CIRCLE 

11/15/2009 AT 10:00AM 
AT PERFORMA HUB 

 Ellen VanDusen

1538 
BIGNESS,  

OR THE PROBLEM OF SCALE 
10/16/2009 AT 4:00PM 

AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Irina Verona

1512
POLITICAL HISTORY OF VISUAL DISPLAY 

AND REPRESENTATION 
10/22/2009 AT 3:00PM 

AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Olga Kopenkina

1584 
REPRESENTING THE  

SOCIAL CENTER MOVEMENT 
10/20/2009 AT 4:00PM 

AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Alan W. Moore

The global movement of occupied 
social centers, the vere locus of the 
global justice movement, is truly 
underground. It is blacked out of 
media and just barely on the edges of 
the academic horizon. The “House 
Magic: Bureau of Foreign Correspon-
dence” project exhibition was 
intended to bring news of this move-
ment to curious New Yorkers.

I did not prepare for the P S f A  classes 
as I have been academically trained. I 
figured I would have to lecture, but I 
wasn’t sure how it would go. All along, 
I have taken an a-methodical approach 
to this particular investigation and 
info-propagation in hopes it could be 
done in an open-ended manner, open 
to maximum participation. Somehow 
the pieces as they were made public 
would begin to fill in the picture of a 
slow-motion revolution. This faith in 
an undetermined or ad hoc method (a 
cybernetic Taoism?) was based in the 
upheavals I’ve experienced in knowl-

edge- and action-production from the 
internet and social networks.

Now is a moment to count up the 
instances in this campaign of anti-
representational a-methodical propa-
ganda.

This year of work on the O S C  (occu-
pied social center) question began with 
gingerly solo adventuring (“fieldwork” 
mainly in European bookstores). Lynn 
Owens and I spoke about the O S C s at 
the City from Below conference in Balti-
more. At our session a woman from 
Italy spoke beautifully and unexpect-
edly from her direct experience; so that 
became my form – make a forum for 
the participants to speak. This phase of 
the project then became the public 
exhibition of films and documents 
called “House Magic: B F C .” This show 
was folded up and moved to become a 
“research unit” in an artists’ university, 
the University of Trash. That was a quiet 
summer. Then it was approved for a 

The goal of this course is to examine 
how the world around us is simultane-
ously experienced through different 
senses and how certain mediums in 
the history of art and architecture suc-
ceed or fail to take advantage of our 
perceptual capacities as a whole. 

PA R T  1 
Visual Perception – The World and the 
Eye: a) How the western world is ocu-
larcentrist, placing an emphasis on 
vision over other senses; b) How this 
ocularcentrism has greatly affected 
the way we think, live and build.

PA R T  2 
Multi-Sensory Perception – The World 
and the Body: a) How critics of ocu-

larcentrism claim that utilizing all 
senses as a holistic experience 
enhances the way we live and experi-
ence the world; b) Examples of using 
neglected senses to change the way 
we experience certain phenomenon.

PA R T  3 
The Perceptual Device: a.) Students 
will be asked to design a perceptual 
device that could be as conceptual as 
a fine-tuned manifesto or as physical 
as a three-dimensional model. This 
device shall challenge the way we 
experience our surroundings or spe-
cific phenomena. Depending on the 
number of participants, additional 
sessions may be needed to provide 
in-depth critiques of each device.•
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Materials Provided: (1) 8 1/2” × 11” 
blank sheet of paper; (1) post-it note
 

Instructions
1. Deliver to each participant a 

piece of paper. Wait for each to 
have a piece.

2. Hold up a piece of paper and 
utter the following phrase: “On 
this piece of paper, draw me a 
square. Best Square Wins.”* 
Answer all questions by repeat-
ing the above phrase or by deri-
sively questioning whether or not 
they heard the instructions. Be 
sure to be cheerful. (*One can 
also utter, “With this piece of 
paper, make me a square.” Or 
“With this piece of paper, give 
me a square,” for more sculptural 
or conceptual solutions. Students 
rely very carefully on the verb 
provided.)

3. Once all the squares are made / 
drawn / provided, array them on 
the table for all to see. Pass out 
post-it notes. Ask the students to 

vote for their favorite square. 
One Rule: They cannot vote for 
their own.

4. Remove all the squares that 
received notes. Explain that they 
have to rescue one of the remain-
ing squares. Ask them which ones 
they find most interesting. Prod 
them by exaggerating their 
answers and characterizing them 
ideologically. (Actually, their 
answers are usually more sophis-
ticated than you think, but 
prompting them to consider 
whether they are idealizing craft 
or privileging the abstract over 
the made yields all kinds of inter-
esting richer arguments later). Pit 
them against each other or use 
the “Angel-Devil” technique in 
which you give them pro-forma 
roles to either say something pos-
itive or negative about the square 
in question. Hold a vote for the 
square to be rescued. Repeat the 
vote until one emerges as a clear 
winner.

1590 
ACTIONS PROPAGANDA 

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THE CITY 
11/7/2009 AT 11:00AM 

AT PERFORMA HUB  

 Adam Michaels

1600 
SPECIES OF SPACES WRITING ABOUT THE 

BUILT ENVIRONMENT (THE FANTASTIC) 
10/25/2009 AT 3:00PM 
AT COMMON ROOM 2

 Diana Lind

1604 
SIRENS TAKEN FOR WONDERS 

(SIREN WATCH) 
11/20/2009 AT 10:00PM  

AT PERFORMA HUB 

 Paul Elliman

1634 
SIRENS TAKEN FOR WONDERS 

(PANEL DISCUSSION) 
11/21/2009 AT 4:00PM  

AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE

 Paul Elliman

1641 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL  
(FOR ARCHITECTURE) 
10/17/2009 AT 3:30PM 

AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE

 Sean Dockray

1700 
POLITICAL HISTORY OF VISUAL DISPLAY 2 

11/12/2009 AT 6:30PM 
AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE

 Olga Kopenkina

1706 
BEST SQUARE WINS! 
11/10/2009 AT 6:30PM 

AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE

 Don Shillingburg

1605 
OM UNGERS  

AND THE QUESTION OF UTOPIA 
12/08/2009 AT 1:30PM 
AT BROWNIE’S CAFÉ 

AVERY HALL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

 Reinhold Martin

Los Angeles has a pretty strong tradi-
tion of self-organized institutions, 
partly based on a market-driven art 
context and a general lack of state 
funding of the arts (the gap left by the 
N E A  was filled by the likes of Cre-
ative Capital, which imposes entre-
preneurial, project-based standards 
on what is funded). I think the self-
institutions themselves are their own 
best project – in that they, in their 
very nature, propose new models of 
sociality, of organizing ourselves, new 
politics, and at a very fundamental 
level they embody an aesthetics of 
existence, or what is sometimes called 
the blurring of art and life. 

What are some of their qualities? 
Their starting points and ending 
points are difficult to identify; they 
involve many people; they are full 
scale and they really exist in the real 
world, and at the same time they are 
models, or possibilities; they function 
pedagogically, economically, and 
often through exhibition; they use net-
works and build networks; they gen-
erate their own systems of distribution 
and support; they produce and redis-
tribute cultural capital; and so on.

Self-institutions are quasi-architectures, 
no matter how anti-institutional or how 
much they try to unravel themselves. In 
fact, the more they sustain the ambiva-
lence between institutionality and their  
own dissolution, the more agonistic 
these bureaucratic spaces are. 

Institutionalization has been a resis-
tant artistic strategy for some time, 
and it continues to be proposed - for 
example by the collaborative B AVO, 
who calls it “over-identification.” 
They criticize “positive” social art as 
filling in for the failures of capitalism, 
ultimately justifying it. From what I 
can gather, they are instead propos-
ing satirical institutionalization, in 
the model of the Yes Men. I don’t 
have as much of a problem with 
attempts to build autonomous struc-
tures, which may function as nega-
tion; and I’m not sure the critiques 
tell us anything we don’t already 
know, even if it is repressed. Non-
ironic institutions tend to be invested 
in the question of what happens 
beyond critique. 

Another point of reference for this talk 
and I think a productive place to link 
Michel Serres, is Mark Wigley’s essay, 
“Whatever Happened to Total 
Design?,” which convincingly portrays 
a certain tendency of total design to 
appeal to incompleteness. He mainly 
uses Walter Gropius as the type of 
architect who operated not as a 
draftsman and form-maker, but an 
organizer or coordinator.

He mentions how Gropius couldn’t 
draw; how Philip Johnson, in his sug-
gestions to Nikolaus Pevsner’s P I O -
NEERS OF THE MODERN MOVE- 
 MENT, said Gropius shouldn’t be 
included because he’s not capable of 

course at the P S f A  – very appropri-
ate, since such “pirate” schools are 
part of many social centers. 

The project continues: this winter at 
Basekamp in Philadelphia and Red 
Emma’s/26 4 0  in Baltimore. A film 
series at Surreal Estate is contem-
plated… and in spring a second show 
should pop up in N YC . In the summer 
is a presentation in Detroit for the U.S. 
Social Forum, and then in London for 
the 3rd conference of social center 
researchers.

All these events will feature me speak-
ing expertly. Ha ha! It’s only a ruse… 
what I want is to engage participants 
in the movement, to collect their sto-
ries and romanticize their cause. My 

fondest wish is to collectivize this 
campaign. For that I need to run a 
workshop in a-methodical anti-repre-
sentational propaganda.•

Resources
1.  Exhibition website and zine ca-

talogue download: sites.google.
com/site/housemagicbfc/

2. Project blog: occuprop.blogspot.
com/

3. My brief 2 0 07  text on artists’ 
universities searchable as “Aca-
demic Entrepreneurialism: Egg -
heads Out side the Crate” is posted 
at edu-factory.org

4. 4 3  minutes of P S f A  class #1, 
recorded on Art International 
Radio e-radio: www.artonair.org/
archives/j/content/view/2 815/

1589 
NOT FOR SALE:  

IDEAL PERFORMANCE SPACE 
11/22/2009 AT 11:00AM 

AT PERFORMA HUB

 RoseLee Goldberg and Defne Ayas

1728 
MAPPING THE DRAWING CENTER 

11/03/2009 AT 10:00AM 
AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE

 Katherine Carl

What would it mean for The Drawing 
Center to be radically open? This was 
the key question launched by Andreas 
Quednau as the impetus for the class 
“Mapping The Drawing Center.” The 
class provided some background on 
the institution’s networks as ground-
work for design proposals that re-
imagine the architecture of the 
institution.

“Radically open” conjures up notions 
of full disclosure, uninhibited access, 
unadulterated participation. Instead, 
what if we take “radically open” as a 
quite technical requirement. For an 
organization that focuses on such a 
delicate medium as paper, is it desir-
able for all the exhibition spaces to be 
climate controlled? Can some degree 
of permeability exist between the street 
and the exhibition space? What is 
seen as risk, what degree of flexibility 
is needed? These are some of the dis-
cussions that erupted during the class. 

To be radically open is a specific kind 
of openness. The answer to the ques-

tion, “what are the demands of draw-
ing and works on paper” is not so 
simple because this encompasses, in 
fact, an astounding array of pro-
cesses. Because it has no simple 
answer, this must therefore be the 
guiding question. Strict parameters 
that are revealed to be wide varia-
tions leads to the configuration of a 
space that can multi-task but never 
lose intimacy. This makes one think 
back to Yona Friedman’s structures in 
which an individual can fashion one’s 
own module to suit specific needs and 
taste. This module connects to a super-
structure that provides infrastructure 
shared by everyone in the city.

In his drawings and projects, Fried-
man turned technical requirements 
for human life into hardware and 
software for new community configu-
rations. As we brainstormed together 
to figure out an exhibition at The 
Drawing Center, Friedman stated his 
preference for lightweight corrugated 
cardboard as a medium because of 
its physical properties of malleable 

5. Return the initial squares to the 
table and array them all out. Ask 
the students to organize them 
from most concrete to most 
abstract or some other equally 
charged hierarchical system. 
Again, prompt them by exagger-
ating their claims. Have them 
vote again. Mercilessly remove 
the squares that receive no votes.

6. Now organize the squares again 
on the table, this time in pairs. 
Have the students vote by show of 
hands, head-to-head, until half of 
the squares are off the table. 
Again, repeat the effort to stir 
them.

7. Finally take the remaining squares 
(usually, two), and put them in the 
middle of the table. Ask lots of 
questions about how really there 
can be such a difference between 
squares. Use all the evidence of 
the previous arguments to stir the 
sentiment about the two remain-
ing ones. Make absurd comments 
quoting reality-T V  stars and 
obscure Scottish action movies 
“there can only be one.” Let the 
students push the conversation 
into principles.

8. Finally, ask each student to 
explain which philosophical prin-
ciples the remaining squares 

evince. Prod them to explain why 
those principles should persuade 
their fellow students. In educa-
tional settings where the classics 
are read, the conversation often 
turns to Plato (the ideal form) ver-
sus Aristotle (the form in nature). 
In educational settings where pol-
itics are more prevalent, the con-
versation often turns on ac - 
cessibility or elitism. In settings 
where critical conceptual or con-
temporary art are prevalent, then 
the conversation often turns on 
principles of efficiency, extension 
and implication (multiple squares, 
the fewest moves making the most 
squares, the cleanest, most beau-
tiful square). 

9. Have the students vote the last 
time. Usually the vote comes out 
almost ev en and if there is a tie, 
insist that one square must win. 
Prod them to vote again. Usually 
one will finally budge and switch 
their vote.

10. When asked, after the exercise is 
done, whether really the best 
square won (usually there are 
many partisans who felt like a 
better square was cast aside in 
the process), refuse to budge. 
Reiterate the claim – the best 
square won.•

designing anything. So there’s this 
very real argument over whether what 
Gropius was doing was properly 
architectural. And for good reason, 
given that the Bauhaus, for a long 
time, didn’t actually have a depart-
ment of architecture, even if it was run 
by an architect, educated architects, 
and so on.

The main theme that I am taking from 
Wigley’s essay, for this talk, is his 
identification of architects who insist 
on indeterminacy or incompleteness 
in order to regain control of those 
areas that elude them: “incompletion 
is an aesthetic.”

I think that this is an idea we might 
spend a lot more time with, particu-
larly when we are living in a time in 
which we are compelled to partici-
pate. Rather than forcing us to choose 
between three mass-produced choices, 
we’re constantly asked to find our 
niche areas, to make our own playl-

ists, our own bookmarks, and so on. 
Incompleteness is not an alternative 
strategy but a normative condition. I 
think there is a challenge right now of 
finding emancipatory, self-critical, 
and truly open-ended forms of incom-
pleteness.

So to wind down, there is one quote 
near the end of Wigley’s essay: 
“indeed, the wonderful thing about 
architecture is how it so easily escapes 
those who produce it.” I think he 
means that architects are doing it 
even when they don’t know it, or that 
they don’t get to do what they want to 
do, or something to that effect. I’m 
attracted to the idea of escape, to the 
surplus that a project can have, its 
capacity to have consequences 
beyond its intent or initial possibilities. 
Something that escapes: where does 
it go, what does it do, who controls it, 
etc. Hopefully, this is a bigger ques-
tion than “interpretation.”•

1586 
SIRENS TAKEN FOR WONDERS (SIREN 

WORKSHOP) 
11/17/2009 AT 11:00AM 

AT PERFORMA HUB
 Paul Elliman
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tautness and cheapness. Normal 
Architecture Office designed and 
engineered Friedman’s spatial draw-
ing in that medium that opened up 
the back of the Drawing Room to the 
street by cutting a horizon line with 
multiple layers of viewing positions 
for visitors. Viewers wended their 
way along the drawing to the back of 
the room, to find that they had a 
direct horizon-line view to the street 
outside. The compression of viewers’ 
movement created the intimacy that 
the drawing sequence deserved while 
reminding visitors of the connection 
to the positive aspects of urban living 
that Friedman so loves. 

Yona Friedman’s A B O U T  C I T I ES  at 
The Drawing Center was one experi-
ment with proportion and the Belgian 
contemporary conceptual artist Joelle 
Tuerlinckx’s D R AW I N G  I N V E N -
TO RY  was another. Tuerlinckx ten-
derly laid out the archive of her past 
artwork created over many years on 
the institutional exhibition space that 

impersonally archives what is pre-
sented within it. In doing this, she cre-
ated layers of measurement and 
mapping systems that at times col-
lapsed and at others re-emphasized 
the boundary between the part (her 
exhibition) and the whole (the institu-
tional process of presenting exhibi-
tions). 

To be radically open is to be con-
cerned also with proportion. How do 
we as curators, artists and architects 
produce knowledge about spatial 
scenarios that find appropriate pro-
portion? If this sounds like a modern-
ist request that has learned from 
postmodernism, we have seen that it 
would not be flexibility alone that 
would solve all ills. Perhaps it is uto-
pian to think that proportion could 
intervene in the cycle of production 
and consumption that relies on insa-
tiable desire and leads to demands 
for often-negative amounts of growth. 
If so, even better.•

1743 
SPECIES OF SPACES WRITING  

ABOUT THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
(THE REALISTIC) 

11/16/2009 AT 6:30PM 
AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE 

 Diana Lind

1729 
PERCEPTUAL DEVICES 

HISTORY/EFFECT/DESIGN 2 
11/07/2009 AT 3:00PM 

AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE 

 Jeeyong An

1732 
REPRESENTING THE SOCIAL CENTER  

MOVEMENT – 2 
12/06/2009 AT 3:00PM 
AT BROWNIE’S CAFÉ

AVERY HALL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

 Alan Moore

1785 
STUPID RHINO TRICKS 
11/18/2009 AT 6:30PM 

AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE

 Don Shillingburg and Jake Nishimura

1793 
THE FUTURE OF THE  

PUBLIC SCHOOL  
(FOR ARCHITECTURE) NEW YORK 

12/16/2009 AT 7:30PM 
AT VAN ALEN INSTITUTE 

1840 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL FOR RUBBING 

11/1820/09 AT 1:00PM 
AT BLANK SL8 

Alex Kitnick

1845 
FREE SCHOOLS  

AS ARTISTIC PRACTICE –  
AT WHAT  

OR WHO’S COST? 
12/01/2009 AT 6:00PM 
AT BROWNIE’S CAFÉ

AVERY HALL, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

 Adam Kleinman
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Dexter Sinister, while they had tem-
porary offices at Port Authority, 
asked the Public School for Architec-
ture, an off-shoot of common room, 
to do something. Geoff Han and I 
had used common room’s office to 
design a small catalogue for an exhi-
bition I organized called F R OT-
TAG E, and the common room 
partners suggested that we do some-
thing in relation to the exhibition to 
satisfy Dexter Sinister’s request. The 
sociability and sharing of spaces that 
brought The Public School for Rub-
bing into being seems to me to be as 
important as the event itself.

I wanted to make a class worth attend-
ing. That is a very tall order. The class 
was scheduled for 1:3 0 pm on a 
Wednesday, a rather self-defeating 
time. There were not very many peo-
ple there, I have to admit, but there 
were good people. I showed them an 
instructional video, which showed the 
materials we would be using (char-
coal and paper) and how to use them 
(placing paper over objects and then 
rubbing the paper with charcoal). We 
had the materials and everyone 
understood the technique. In architec-
ture school, Todd told me afterward, 
he had done something similar as 
part of a lesson about the properties 
of materials. My “innovation” was to 
blindfold the participants. This 
allowed the material to speak more 
fully and it took control away from the 

participants. Keys, coins, and wood 
pieces were rubbed. Lars added some 
fish after no one could see. While 
people were performing their task, I 
read from Max Ernst’s writings about 
his discovery of frottage in 19 2 5 : 

“The procedure of frottage, resting 
thus upon nothing more than the 
intensification  of the irritability of 
the mind’s faculties by appropriate 
technical means, excluding all con-
scious men tal guidance (of reason, 
taste, morals), reducing to the extreme 
the active part of that one whom we 
have called, up to now, the “author” 
of the work, this procedure is revealed 
by the following to be the real equiva-
lent of that which is already known by 
the term automatic writing…”

My voice became more excited the 
more I read. People rubbed away. 
The walls of our room were made of 
glass, and people outside looked 
through them. David Reinfurt, who 
had previously been too busy to par-
ticipate, came over and took pic-
tures. Finally, I came to the end of the 
passage. The blindfolds were taken 
off. Everyone looked at what had 
happened. The results were quite 
good. Things had revealed them-
selves. Geoff’s work became the 
fish’n’chip icon for Dexter Sinister’s 
closing party. Others were simply 
thrown away.•
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T (CO N T ’D  F R O M  PAG E  8/2 4 )  accredited school, 
attendance at an art exhibition is not something that can 
really be used by a “student” to bolster their own CV so 
as to enter a similar world of grants, admissions, and 
most importantly prove degrees of competence. Depart-
ing a bit from the Reality TV model, there is an added 
question concerning the actual artifacts produced at 
these sites, that is, to what other use might the rhetoric of 
a “school” be put? Could some form of instant history 
making be at play as the “deans” of these schools are 
afforded the unique opportunity to edit and publish 
extensive critical discourses as well as documentation of 

their projects? And this too is lucky for our future art his-
torians yet-to-come as they are richly afforded instant 
archives from which to delineate another kind of “school”, 
that is school in the sense of a canonized field of thought 
– for a highly specialized form of consumption to boot. 
Let’s take this feedback loop even further; consider for a 
moment that most of these pedagogic exhibitions are 
implemented by creative types who already posses 
degrees and by design are catering to other liket minds 
– how many developmental art projects in this light have 
you seen? In some ways, the unique thing about higher 
arts education today is its rich discursive culture of 
reviews and critiques, wherein students are constantly 
talking about and sharing their work. And maybe this 
imprinting of wanting to constantly talk about and con-
trol the reception of a work could be leading the move-
ment to exhibit dialogue based projects. That in some 
way, pedagogically minded programs may in fact be 
more akin to a kind of insular reading or knitting circle 
for post grads, a kind of for-profit version of the “profes-
sional student”. In any case, the adoption of a “school” 
structure may simply be a readymade principle in which 
to frame x or y activity – after all, the word “school” itself 
is rooted to the greek σχολή ‘schole’, which simply 
means a place in which leisure is performed. And while 
it might be interesting to debate what aspects of a school 
as an exhibition are actually politically liberating, we 
might also keep in mind that they are simply a form of 
amusement, a place to meet friends and have a chat.•

Even in New York where it seems like we should have a 
number of opportunities for these experiences, they 
become limited by how we spend our time. If architecture 
doesn’t make an impact where you live or where you 
work, then all you are left with is how you get back and 
forth between the two. I have been asking people where 
they experience architecture in their daily lives and inter-
estingly, I’ve found that their daily commute is a big part 
of it. I guess unless you’re not wandering the city like a 
tourist, then your commute becomes one of the only oppor-
tunities you have to find architecture during your day.

If I was thinking about this ten years ago, when I lived in 
New York, I guess I would talk about the World Trade 
Center because I liked the idea that they made two. To 
build two versions of the same building doesn’t make 
sense, but they did. It always seemed comic to me in 
every sense of the word. I guess it’s because of their vis-
ibility and scale, but the World Trade Center almost 
forces a constant interaction, although perhaps not as 
modest an interaction as you were looking for.

I don’t agree that it doesn’t make sense. I think the World 
Trade Center was in many ways a utilitarian building. The 
relationship that I have with the ‘Telephone Building’ is 
probably similar to the relationship that you have with the 
World Trade Center. It’s mostly about visibility. Because of 
its visibility the World Trade Center was able to appear in 
multiple contexts all over the city, a visibility further facili-
tated by the fact that there were two towers. I wonder if 
the Freedom Tower will have the same effect. 

Bauhaus, Dessau. “Keeping alive the concept of the New, of producing  
difference – different objects, different ways of thinking, different ways of 

living.” – K. Michael Hays, “Mind the Design”

Abrons Arts Center, New York. The building was designed by Lo-Yi Chan  
of the New York based office Prentice, Chan and Ohlhausen as a cultural 

institution with new educational facilities intended to enable, foster and serve 
the everyday activities of the local population.

Y O U  K N O W  I T  W H E N  Y O U  S E E  I T 

By common room

I think it’s interesting how few  
experiences we have with architecture in our 

week-to-week existence.

 B J O R K - C A R L E  W O O D W O R K I N G
 6 1  G R E E N P O I N T  AV E N U E  B R O O K LY N ,  N Y  1 1 2 2 2

 ( 7 1 8 )  3 4 9 - 7 4 7 1
 B J O R K C A R L E @ E A R T H L I N K . N E T

Transcription
The text is based 
on a conversation 

between Guido 
Hartray and 

participants of 
“Finding Architec-

ture,” the first 
class of the Public 

School (for 
Architecture) New 
York, with quotes 

from Robert 
Smithson, 

Georges Perec, 
Anthony Huber-

man and Marshall 
Berman.

Notice
Supreme Court 
Justice Potter 

Stewart famously 
said about 

obscenity that he 
could not define it 
but knew it when 

he saw it.  
We have yet to 
determine if the 

same can be said 
for architecture. 

(G H )
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Being in New York now, the Empire State Building has 
replaced the World Trade Center in my experience of 
architecture. It’s another huge, highly visible building. I 
was even able to see it out of the bedroom window of an 
apartment I was staying at in Brooklyn. Los Angeles 
doesn’t have buildings like that, so maybe it’s just that I 
have a thing for skyscrapers. City Hall in L A  is certainly 
a wild building, but I like the idea that a building can 
exist in the collective psyche of everyone in a city. As you 
move around the city, skyscrapers are constantly visible, 
which means that a building doesn’t have to physically 
exist between a persons home and their work to be a 
part of their everyday architectural experience. I think it’s 
an important exception.

This kind of architecture without “value of 
qualities,” is, if anything, a fact. From this 

“undistinguished” run of architecture, as Flavin 
calls it, we gain a clear perception of  

physical reality free from the general claims of 
“purity and idealism.” Only commodities can 

ford such illusionist values; for instance, soap is 
9 9 –10 0 %  pure, beer has more spirit in it, 

and dog food is ideal; all and all this mean such 
values are worthless. As the cloying effect  

of such “values” wears off, one perceives the 
“facts” of the outer edge, the flat surface,  

the banal, the empty, the cool, bland after blank; 
in other words, that infinitesimal condition 

known as entropy.

[…]

Does something have to be permanent to be architecture?

I wasn’t making the distinction that a structure has to last 
ten years to be architecture, but I think it’s important to 
examine the qualities that create a continued interest in a 
building after it’s ten years old.

Which is a disqualification of the temporary. 

It’s not a disqualification, just a separate topic for discus-
sion. There are amazing temporary structures, but I don’t 
know whether or not they are architecture, and I don’t 
think they are significant in the context of this discussion. 
There are a number of new buildings that generate a lot 
of excitement and interest, but I don’t want to talk about 
something that’s only going to be interesting in the short 
term. 

Look closely at them; look upwards; look for the 
name of the architect, the name of the con-

tractor, the date when it was built; ask yourself 
why if often says ‘gas on every floor’; in the  

case of a new building, try to remember what 
was there before; etc. 

I’m not an architect so maybe this is naive, but I didn’t 
know that permanence was a part of architectural inspira-
tion. Is an interest in longevity an accepted idea in archi-
tectural practice or is it that simply an assumption. 

Historically permanence has been an important part of 
architectural practice, but I think there’s been a shift in 
recent years. The proliferation of high profile installa-
tions has generated an incredible amount of public inter-
est not to mention enormous funding.

But I think those examples speak to a central issue in try-
ing to find architecture. Those same big names are also 
designing buildings, however the interest in these perma-
nent structures may be as ephemeral as the interest in the 
temporary installations. Everyone is going to have their 
own answer to the question, but I think that an architect 

has a responsibility when designing a building that is not 
required when designing something that isn’t meant to 
last. A building requires a large investment, so the build-
ing doesn’t really begin to pay off until after the loan has 
been repaid and the financial pressure is relieved. Archi-
tecture is something that becomes valuable over a longer 
period of time. 

So architectural value is located in financial value? What 
about use-value?

But use-value is related to the cost. In the The Death and 
Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs talks about 
how a mix of old and new buildings is important to a city’s 
vitality because the old buildings have lived through their 
economic obligation and can therefore support interesting 
uses when they are no longer required to generate profit. 
In my personal experience, I have found that the immedi-
ate impact of architecture caters to a very small public. 
Over time, architecture has the opportunity to have a big-
ger impact. Value is located where architecture still exists 
after it has fulfilled its initial purpose.

I don’t think that most architects think about aging when 
conceiving a building or defining architecture or defining 
a program for a specific group of users. There is some-
thing that you are aware of when you are choosing mate-
rials and developing a relationship to the city or a site. 
Sometimes it is discussed in terms of how the perception of 
a building will shift in a neighborhood over time, but I 
wouldn’t say that it is something that occurs latently. In the 
last 10 0  years, the materials that have been used are not 
as durable as materials that were used 3 0 0  years ago, 
and with this shift, architects no longer consider the life 
span of buildings.

So the fundamental distinction between these projects is 
an awareness of the end result. With an installation, an 
architect is aware of the end even during the conception. 
An installation may be deployed in multiple places, but 
with each deployment we know that it will leave and we 
know when it will leave. We are defining something as 
temporary by knowing when it will end, but all architec-
ture is temporary. There are no permanent buildings. 

I suppose I can at least partially understand these ideas, 
but if I was trying to find architecture, that is not how I 
would look for it. I would look for people who call them-
selves architects. If someone calls him/herself an architect, 
then aren’t they are making architecture?

To stand for the importance of things we don’t 
understand is to stand for an active and reactive 

pursuit of knowledge. To favour the curious 
mind over the informed one is to make room for 

experimentation and risk-taking. To stop  
the path of information is to reject the passive 

consumer and to require, instead, an ac- 
tive engagement of a motivated and implicated 

audience of participants. 

There is a historical distinction between building and 
architecture. 

I’m looking for exemplary architecture. If I’m putting a lot 
of time into designing a building that will only be consid-
ered good for five or ten years, I don’t think I feel par-
ticularly satisfied.

We are talking about buildings as objects, but when a 
building moves past its original use, the creative re-use is 
based in the dynamic interior rather than fixed exterior. 
There are a lot of architects in New York who deal exclu-
sively with the re-evaluation and redesigning of building 
interiors, which are not always expected to last as long. 
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So the majority of architects in New York are not design-
ing for ten years down the road. We spend more time 
interacting with the interior of our homes and offices than 
we do with the exterior architecture of most buildings. In 
terms of finding the daily architectural experience of the 
average New Yorker, it deals with the more transient inte-
riors than the large exterior surfaces we are talking about. 

Are you trying to find the objective experience of archi-
tecture, or a more human experience? When you say 
some architecture is bad, are you implying that it’s not 
really working for the people that are occupying that 
space, or is it for economic reasons? I’m fascinated by 
the construction of skyscrapers in Dubai, and the fact 
that they are unoccupied and will probably remain that 
way most of the time. This doesn’t seem like proper archi-
tecture, but rather a form of fiscal investment. I knew an 
interior architect working on one of those buildings and 
while they put a lot of energy into the project, it doesn’t 
seem like it’s going be used. 

For me it’s hard to qualify the architectural experience of 
buildings in Dubai when the only interaction I have with 

them is through publication, which is often how we experi-
ence architecture. I’m not interested in that kind of experi-
ence, I’m interested in the exemplary architecture that we 
experience in our daily lives and that we want to see other 
people use. 

So is this a question of individual experience, or are we 
looking for architecture that is universally accepted as 
exemplary? Perhaps what is exemplary to me is only 
exemplary to me. 

So architectural consensus?

If there isn’t consensus, is an individual opinion useful?

Subjective examples allow us to identify the qualities that 
make architecture exemplary. As architects, we make 
decisions that shape buildings where we are not the 
intended users. Architectural practice presumes a certain 
ability to generalize. A single example may speak to qual-
ities that are found in other examples. 

But exemplary architecture is not necessarily the same 
thing as good architecture. A building doesn’t have to be 
good to be an important part of the everyday experience 
of architecture. I would argue that the most notable build-
ings in my everyday experience are the housing projects 
I walk past on my way to and from work. They are exem-
plary because they represent a specific set of qualities 
that form a building typology that is almost omnipresent 
in the city. While I wouldn’t qualify them as an example 
of good architecture, they are also more than just build-
ings. There is a long history of design that led to the 
development of “the towers in the park” housing model, 
and at the time the model was developed, it was certainly 
considered architecture. So, while I think the vast major-
ity of people would agree that the model is a failure of 
design, it nonetheless remains a staple of the architec-
tural experience.

If we think of modernism as a struggle to  
make ourselves at home in a constantly changing 

world, we will realize that no one mode  
of modernism can ever be definitive. Our most 

creative constructions and achievements are 
bound to turn into prisons and white sepulchers 

A theoretical diagram for institutionalized values: the empty classroom.

School house and playground under supervision of the Cheraw City  
Graded Schools, to which all pupils of the village have access.

“Architecture only survives where it negates the form that society expects of it. 
Where it negates itself by transgressing the limits that history  

has set for it.” – Bernard Tschumi, “Architecture and Transgression”
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that we, or our children, will have to escape  
or transcend if life is to go on.

What is it about how you personally experience these 
buildings that make them so important in your everyday 
life? It’s interesting because I feel like I know exactly what 
you are talking about in general without knowing the spe-
cific qualities of your experience. I was walking through 
some of the public housing in my neighborhood yester-
day, and while its flawed, it still has extraordinary quali-
ties I would want to emulate in other buildings. Perhaps 
that is what makes it exemplary.

[…]

I wonder how these buildings will be perceived in the 
future. What will people say about the examples we’ve 
discussed? Perhaps the architectural failures of today will 
be more important than the successes because of the les-
sons they provide to architects and planners in the future. 
Maybe it’s more important to know what not to do than 
what to do. 

Returning to the example of Dubai, I may be taking an 
overly optimistic view, but it seems a lot like New York in 
the teens, twenties and thirties. Who are we to criticize 
their skyscrapers when we live in the city that has pro-
vided the model for them? You’re provoking us to think 
beyond the current criticism. Excluding the example of 
the Koolhaas building burning down in China, those 
buildings are going to be there for the next century and 
someone is going to figure out a way to use them.

I don’t know. I can’t think of a building that I’ve 
approached and thought, “oh that’s really bad architec-
ture”. Maybe that’s because I’m not an architect. but usu-
ally I think, “oh wow, (CO N T ’D  O N  PAG E  1/2 4)

P U B L I C  S C H O O L  
( F O R  A R C H I T E C T U R E )

N E W  YO R K

F E B R UA RY  2 010

The Public School is a self-organizing 
educational program for which the 
curriculum and schedule are pro-
posed by the general public and are 
developed through public access to 
its web site. It is not accredited, it 
does not give out degrees, and it has 
no affiliation with the public school 
system. The Public School has a grow-
ing network of chapters in different 
cities around the world.

The Public School (for Architecture) 
New York was a Van Alen Institute 
New York Prize Fellowship project by 
common room and Telic Arts 
Exchange during the fall 2 0 0 9  term. 
Courses for the Public School (for 
Architecture) New York were orga-
nized throughout New York City as 
itinerant installations within estab-
lished architectural institutions in the 
city. The development of the course 
topics and class participation was 
open to non-architects and archi tects 
alike. The school’s mission was to cre-
ate a public for architecture while 
opening up architecture for the public.
Beginning in January 2 010  the Pub-

lic School (for Architecture) New York 
continues as the Public School New 
York and is based at 17 7  Livingston 
Street in Brooklyn.

nyc.thepublicschool.org

Thanks to Center for Architecture (Rick 
Bell, Rosamond Fletcher, Tara Pyle), 
Dexter Sinister (Stuart Bailey, David 
Reinfurt), Graduate School of Architec-
ture, Planning and Preservation, Colum-
bia University (Craig Buckley, P 
Castagna, David Hinkle, Reinhold Mar-
tin, Mark Taylor), Performa 09 (Defne 
Ayas, Griffin Frazen, Grace Kim), Van 
Alen Institute (Alexander Arroyo, Mari-
anne Bujacich, Chris Dierks, Abby Ham-
lin, Jamie Hand, Joan Ockman), An 
Architektur (Oliver Clemens, Sabine 
Horlitz, Anita Kaspar), U P-R I T E  (Dom-
inique Perret), Bjork-Carle Woodwork-
ing (Bruce Bjork), Kim Förster, Adam 
Katz, Louis Weiss, Snowden Snowden 
and all participants in the The Public 
School (for Ar  chitecture) New York.

Common Circular 4 is a reader for the 
Public School (for Architecture) and a 
retrospective collection of course texts 
and critical reflections for the Fall 
Term 2 0 0 9.

Circular edited by common room and 
designed by Geoff Han

A truly democratic human experience; every point on the grid is identical.

“There are things that we like that we like (i.e., we like the fact that we like them). 
There are things that we like that we don’t like. There are things that we  

don’t like that we like. And then there are things that we don’t like that we don’t 
like. Those are the ones that stay poignant and relevant. Those are the ones 

that we don’t understand.” Anthony Huberman
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